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Step 2 Request Step 3 Request
Step 5 ReplyStep 7 Reply
Step 9 Reply
Step 4 
Compute set of paths from all 
border nodes to the 
destination D
Step 6 
Compute set of paths between each entry 
point to each exit point, update end-to-end 
paths based on paths from step 4
Step 8 
Compute set of paths between the source 
S and each exit point, update end-to-end 
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AS_path: 200 400 300
Next_hop: 192.168.1.1
Multi Exit Discriminator (MED): 100
Local Preference: (not applicable 
in eBGP session)
Etc. (not all attributes listed here)
192.168.1.3
Path selection process:
Criterion       Result
---------------------------
1. Local_pref:  import policy   
dependent (assumed equal values)
2. AS_path:      equal (3)
3. Origin type:  equal (i)
4. MED:            50 < 100






AS_path: 200 400 300
Next_hop: 192.168.1.3
Multi Exit Discriminator (MED): 50
Local Preference: (not applicable 
in eBGP session)
Etc. (not all attributes listed here)
UPDATE message 
Origin Type: i
AS_path: 200 600 700 
Next_hop: 192.259.10.1
Multi Exit Discriminator (MED): 50
Local Preference: 100
























Incoming Routing Information Base
(per BGP neighbor)
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D: next hop: A1 (BGP)
A1: next hop: A12 (OSPF)
A12
Routing Table Entries:
D: next hop: B1 (BGP)
B1: next hop: B1 
Routing Table Entries:
D: next hop: B4 (BGP)
B4: next hop: B11 (OSPF)
Routing Table Entries:
D: next hop: C2 (BGP)
C2: next hop: C2 
Routing Table Entries:

















1. Consult BGP routing table (inter-
domain hop-by-hop routing)
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Path dependency problem: 
increased probability for traffic 
congestion on link 31 - 11. Traffic 







BGP path selection at node 33
Received paths:
Path 1. Local Preference: 100; AS_path: 1; next_hop: 31; type: iBGP
Path 2. Local Preference: 100; AS_path: 2, 1; next_hop: 32; type: iBGP
Decision process:
Choose path with shortest AS_path
Exported path to AS4:
AS_path: 3, 1; Next_hop: 33
Border node 41 does not see 
feasible path 41, 33, 32, 22, 21, 12
Unutilised inter-
domain link 32 - 22
BGP UPDATE messages
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6, 7, 15, 15.4
4, 1, 3, 2





















4, 1, 3, 1
1. Check TE metric of link A2-B1
2. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 5, Hop_count: 10, Cost: 25, Delay: 21.4
3. Check TE metric of link A2-D2
4. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 4, Hop_count: 9, Cost: 20, Delay: 18.4
5. Run Modified BGP decision process 
6. Chosen path: next_hop B1, TE parameters -
WA: 5, Hop_count: 10, Cost: 25, Delay: 19.4
1. Check TE metric of link D2-C1
2. Compute aggregated path state:









WA Hop_count Cost Delay






WA Hop_count Cost Delay






WA Hop_count Cost Delay
6 8 17 17.4
NLRI: C2




WA Hop_count Cost Delay
5 9 21 19.4
1. Check TE metric of virtual link C1-C2
2. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 6, HC: 7, Cost: 15, Delay 15.4
1. Check TE metric of link B2-C1
2. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 4, HC: 8, Cost: 18, Delay 17.4
1. Check TE metric of virtual link B1-B2
2. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 4, Hop_count: 13, Cost: 27, Delay: 20.4
3. Check TE metric of link B1-D2
4. Compute aggregated path state:
WA: 5, Hop_count: 9, Cost: 21, Delay: 19.4
5. Run Modified BGP decision process 
6. Chosen path : next_hop D2, TE parameters -
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newTEmetric = oldTEmetric + currentTEmetric
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newTEmetric = min{oldTEmetric, currentTEmetric}
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Type Code: BGP-TE Length (bytes)





Type: TE characteristic(s) Length (bytes)
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BGP TS UI = 1+E5
BGP-TE TS UI = 1E+5
BGP TS UI = 7200
BGP-TE TS UI = 7200
BGP TA UI = 1E+5
























BGP LS UI = 1E+5
BGP-TE LS UI = 1E+5
BGP LS UI = 7200
BGP-TE LS UI = 7200
BGP LA UI = 1E+5
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TS UI = 1E+5
TA UI = 1E+5
LS UI = 1E+5
LA UI = 1E+5
LS UI = 7200
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E2E TE – 10
Border_node: A1, B1, B2, C1
2 AS_path: B, D, C
E2E TE – 30
Border_ndoe: A1, B1, D2, C1
Two updates sent:
1 As_path: D,C
E2E TE – 30
Border_node: A2, D1, D3, C2
2 AS_path: D, C
E2E TE – 10
Border_ndoe: A1, D1, D2, C1
1. Take decisions based on end-to-
end TE metric 
2. Be independent on the 
decisions taken in the previous 
domains (minimize path 
dependency) 
3. Create a path tree rooted at the 
source with TE metrics for each 
possible path
4. Inject the Border_node
sequence directly in the RSVP-TE 
as a loose-hop ERO
Two updates received:
1 As_path: C
E2E TE – 12
Border_node: B2, C1
2 AS_path: D, C
E2E TE – 30
Border_ndoe: D2, C1
Do not perform path selection under 
BGP – distribute all paths complying 










E2E TE – 30
Border_node: D3, C2
2 AS_path:  C
E2E TE – 10
Border_ndoe: D2, C1
Do not perform path selection under 
BGP – distribute all paths complying 
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BGP-TE case 1 (UI = 1E+6 sec.)
BGP-TE case 1 (UI = 1E+5 sec.)
BGP-TE case 2 (UI = 1E+6 sec.)
BGP-TE case 2 (UI = 1E+5sec)
Enhanced BGP (UI = 1E+6 sec.)
Enhanced BGP (UI = 1E+5 sec.)
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Enhanced BGP UI = 1E+6 sec.
BGP-TE case 1 UI = 7200 sec.
BGP-TE case 2 UI = 1E+5 sec.
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BGP-TE case 1 Before TE metric update




























Enhanced BGP Before TE metric update
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BGP-TE TS UI = 1E+5
Enh-BGP TS UI = 1E+5
BGP-TE TS UI = 7200
Enh-BGP TS UI = 7200
BGP-TE TA UI = 1E+5
























BGP-TE LS UI = 1E+5
Enh-BGP LS UI = 1E+5
BGP-TE LS UI = 7200
Enh-BGP LS UI = 7200
BGP-TE LA UI = 1E+5
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BGP-TE TS UI = 1E+5
Enh-BGP TS UI = 1E+5
BGP-TE TA UI = 1E+5




































BGP-TE LS UI = 1E+5
Enh-BGP LS UI = 1E+5
BGP-TE LS UI = 7200
Enh-BGP LS UI = 7200
BGP-TE LA UI = 1E+5
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[78] MPLS Protection Independent protection mechanisms 
(end-to-end) within individual 
domains and merged at the domain 
boundaries (Inter-Domain Boundary 
Bypass Tunnel) 
[79] GMPLS / Optical Protection Internal failures and a single 
gateway failure; Path structure set 
up; New RSVP-TE object (GSRO) 
[80] GMPLS / Optical Protection End-to-end backup paths; Multi-
domain p-cycles and multi-domain 
multipath routing. 
[81] GMPLS / Optical Protection P-cycles; Two sub-problems: higher 
level inter-domain protection and 
lower level intra-domain protection; 
Extensions of RSVP-TE and the 
PCE architecture 
[77] GMPLS / Optical Restoration Link failures; MPLS fast rerouting; 
Label stacking multi-domain. 
[82] None defined Restoration Shared backups; Multi-domain 
Information exchange; Topology 
aggregation.
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1. Signal primary LSP
2. Add backup path length 
to PATH message
Phase I: 
1. Obtain link position
2. Obtain head-end backup path 
length from PATH message
3. Obtain local backup path to 
destination 
Phase II: 
1. Run decision process based on 
mechanism
2. Mechanism:
- Location-dependent – apply L2E 
restoration
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RRO: 76, 75, 72, 57, 55, 





RRO: 17, 12, 14, 11
Hop count: 4
RRO: 21, 17, 14, 12, 11 
Hop count: 5
RRO: 27, 24, 25, 23, 21, 
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&.)/ 1 54% 0.17
0.6 40% 0.014
01)% 0.7 39% 0.26
0.4 2 0.148
"ﬁ" 01)% 0.55 40% 0.09
0.3 21.5% 	
40&/ 55 0.7 42% 0.27
0.4 34% 0.155
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Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 








3 0.93 2.48 0.93 3 1 2,6 1
Average over 
different links 
2.92 0.74 2.37 0.74 2.68 0.67 1.97 0.67
NOBEL
Medium Load High Load 
Failed Link 
(affected 








2.08 1.36 1.50 1.62 1.56 1.54 1.60 1.43
Berlin - Prague
(85-91)




2 1.3 1.61 0.99 2 0. 8 1.38 0.59
Modified NOBEL 
Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 
connections*) L2E E2E SLBR SN L2E E2E SLBR SN
Barcelona – 
Rome   
(91-130) 




1.4 1.33 1.56 1.28 1.30 0.79 1.13 1.18
COST 266 
Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 








2 1 1.33 1 2 1 1.2 1
Rome – Zagreb  
(48-82)
2 -0.5 1.86 -0.22 1.86 0.33 1.88 0.68
* The numbers for the affected connections are in the format (Medium load – High load) 
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Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 








0.77 0.93 1 0.93 0.26 0.57 0.36 0.57
Average over 
different links 
0.73 0.89 0.83 0.89 0.25 0.49 0.36 0.49
NOBEL
Medium Load High Load 
Failed Link 
(affected 








0.44 0.23 0.41 0.38 0.30 0.13 0.27 0.23
Berlin - Prague
(85-91)




0.45 0.60 0.51 0.72 0.27 0.42 0.36 0.56
Modified NOBEL 
Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 
connections*) L2E E2E SLBR SN L2E E2E SLBR SN
Barcelona – 
Rome   
(91-130) 




0.86 0.56 0.83 0.80 0.72 0.30 0.64 0.58
COST 266 
Medium Load High Load 
Failed link 
(affected 








0.38 0.5 0.38 0.5 0.27 0.54 0.45 0.54
Rome – Zagreb  
(48-82)
0.33 0.16 0.29 0.18 0.35 0.15 0.3 0.19
* The numbers for the affected connections are in the format (Medium load – High load) 
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Medium load [0.6] High load [1]
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Medium load [0.4] High load [0.7]
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Burst Header Packets, other OBS control packets
RSVP-TE, OSPF-TE, LMP packets
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Temporary active link defined 
by setting up LSP in the 
GMPLS-controlled lower layer
Define temporary VT 
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*The message format is according to RFC 3209
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to RFC 3209 but 
needed for OBS 
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3209 but not 
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* Each sub-object is 
defined as TLV tripple
Message ID sub-object
Burst ID sub-object
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If node B is PLR – send PATH to Node D
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ATTRIBUTE POSSIBLE VALUES DESCRIPTION
Node attributes 
AS number Topology specific, integer Specifies to which domain the node belongs 
Node ID Topology specific, integer Uniquely identifies a node in the network 
Node type Edge/Core/Border Uniquely specifies the role of the  node in the 
topology 
Number of WC* Unlimited, integer Number of Wavelength Converters per node 
Simulation attributes 
BGP type Normal/Enhanced Specifies the BGP operation mode  
(see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) 
Backup path 
compute timer 
Unlimited, double Specifies when the disjoint path selection 




Enabled/Disabled Indicates if AS-disjoint paths should be 
computed 
Duration Unlimited, double (sec.) Specifies the mean value of the duration of 
the connections 
E2E Enabled/Disabled Indicates if E2E (Enabled) or L2E (Disabled) 
restoration and failure notification is applied 
Failed link A, 
Failed link B 
Topology specific, integer Indicates the link to fail by its end points 
Failure time Unlimited, double Indicates the moment of link failure 
Initial Interval Unlimited, double Indicates the Update Interval for the timer-
based TE update schemes 
LSP restoration Enabled/Disabled Indicates if Restoration should be applied 
after failure 
Label Preference NO/LS/Suggested Label Indicates the label preference scheme for the 
RSVP-TE protocol operation 
Link Overload 
Trigger
Enabled/Disabled Indicates if a threshold-based TE metric 
  update should be performed 
MED Disabled/Always Compare/ 
Deterministic/Modified
Specifies  the procedure for handling the TE 
metric under BGP path  selection 
Mean Inter-arrival 
time
Unlimited, double (sec.) Indicates the  mean inter-arrival time for LSP 
requests




Enabled/Disabled Indicates if the BGP protocol should be 
allowed to re-converge after failure 
Shortest New Enabled/Disabled Indicates if Shortest New restoration should 
be activated 
Simple Restoration  Enabled/Disabled Indicates if the SLBR should be activated 
TE metric Hop count/Delay/ 
Wavelength availability 




Random/Fist Fit Indicates the type of Wavelength assignment 
for the RSVP-TE protocol 
Wavelengths per 
link
Unlimited, integer Specifies the amount of wavelengths per link 
eMRIT, iMRIT Unlimited, double (sec.) Indicates the values for the MRIT timers 
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 8 18 16 12 25 3.39 3
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